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The meaning of SOLO is Simply Organic Lasting Over. 
This line is the result of a long research by Blendfeel Lab. 
The aim is to offer all vapers organic aromas with organoleptic characteristics 
comparable to those of traditional aromas, but that could be used in an 
absolutely lasting way in all vape systems: 

The extraordinary particularity of SOLO is that their aroma will fully gratify even 
lovers of the most performing regenerative atomizers allowing them to enjoy 
the most complex nuances profuse by these extracts. 

SOLO is available in Triple concentrated organic flavour for 20+40 long fills. 

IDEAL IN PODs 
AMAZING IN REGENERATIVE SYSTEMS!



The production of the aroma starts from tobacco leaves selected among the best 
cultivations in the world and tested in the aromatic yields for years, dedicating to 
each cultivar a specific treatment and processing that has allowed to enhance it 
obtaining the maximum aromatic expression.  

More extraction and purification techniques were used, in particular changes 
to the production facilities normally used made the difference. 

The extreme engineering of the extraction process has always been the 
company’s peculiarity and philosophy: 
SOLO is the translation of a know-how acquired in years of study, 
experimentation and passion.

TOBACCO LEAVES



SCIOCCO 
Like the bread from which a Toscano 
Doc takes its name, robust, full-
bodied and unforgettable. 
From leaves of Kentucky and Dark 
Fire Cured

KM 0 
The “Solo” with an intruder, a mint 
extraction for a pleasure that will make you 
smile, we are sure of it, the notes of Burley 
and Virginia live on in this special liquid. 
From leaves of Burley, Virginia and mint. 

P.s. SOLO means ONLY

CHIODO FISSO 
How not to insert the catchphrase of 
lovers of dark tobaccos: his majesty 
The Latakia. Here in a new and 
particularly lovable and pleasant 
guise. 
From leaves of Latakia, Virginia,  
Katerini



ZIO SAM 
The American par excellence, in name 
and in fact, blond and mature 
tobaccos from overseas crops.  
A taste corroborated in the velvety 
scent but decided by some hay notes. 
Form leaves of Cavendish, Burley and 
Virginia.

UK 
An almost classic English blend, 
because we are Blendfeel and if we 
can we implement everything. 
From leaves of Virginia, Cavendish 
and Latakia



The finished product that we will obtain with the use of ZERO in substitution of nicotine will be 
exclusively in base 50/50.

The two bottles to be integrated will therefore be the following:

• 1x FULL VG 30 mL

• 1x ZERO booster PG 20+40 10mL from F1 to F8

The hit emitted by each ZERO booster will have a gradation expressed in FORZA that goes 
from F1 to F8. 

The FORZA indicated on the bottle will therefore be which will be obtained at the end 
product. 

ZERO, in addition to eliminating the only harmful substance present in inhalation liquids (it 
does not contain nicotine), makes it possible to achieve significant savings in economic and 
ecological terms: first is not subject to excise duty, second to obtain any gradation only one 
bottle is used.

WARNING: the bottle dedicated to the final 30ml is "ZERO Booster PG 10+20 5ml" not to be confused with other formats.

PREPARARE I SOLO con ZERO 



WARNING: the final gradation of nicotine will be different in relation to the concentration of that contained in each BIY bottle

The finished product that we will obtain after the addition of 1, 2, 3 or 4 nicotine 
boosters can reach from a minimum of 0mg/ml to a maximum of 12mg/ml. The 
compositions of the bottles to be integrated are the following:

WARNING: dilution with only bottles of PG is NOT 
recommended because the base would be unusable

60mL base 50/50- NICOTINA 6 
• 2x BIY BASE 50/50 10mL nic 18mg/mL 
• 1x FULL VG 20mL

60mL base 50/50 - NICOTINA 12 
• 1x BIY FULL PG 10mL 18mg/mL 
• 3x BIY FULL VG 10mL nic 18mg/mL

60mL base 50/50 - NICOTINA 9 
• 1x BIY PG 10mL no nicotine 
• 3x BIY FULL VG 10mL nic 18mg/mL

60mL base 50/50 - NICOTINA 0 
• 1x BIY FULL PG 10mL no nicotine 
• 1x FULL VG 30mL

60mL base 50/50- NICOTINA 3 
• 1x BIY FULL PG 10mL nic 18mg/mL 
• 1x FULL VG 30mL 

PREPARARE I SOLO con NICOTINA 

Example of how to 
prepare Nic 6



NOTHING IS IMPOSSIBLE
“The challenge was arduos: to produce organic flavours with organoleptic characteristics comparable to traditional 

flavours but which could reduce coil deterioration as much as possible. A study and a production process that has 

made them absolutely long-lasting even in non-regenerative systems and PODs. 

SOLO is the last milestone reached in years of studies and experimentation, we have modified and designed from 

zero production plants, implemented innovative extraction and purification techniques never used, all to reach the 

milestone that we had set ourselves: create a new line of products that can truly and fully satisfy the new vapers, 

more and more demanding and prepared.”
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